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Speaking at the in-person parallel event titled: “Empowering Mountain Women through Inclusive 
Student-engaged Learning Educational Initiative,” on March 6, 2023 at the 67th session of the 
Commission of the Status of Women, was a profound experience that left me with a sense of 
accomplishment and fulfillment. The event, sponsored by two NGOs, Dr. Rusty Butler of the 
Russian Academy of Natural Sciences and Wendy Jyang of the Utah China Friendship Improvement 
Sharing Hands, focused on promoting inclusive student-engaged learning initiatives to empower 
women in mountainous regions. As a speaker at the event, I had the opportunity to share my ideas 
and experiences with the attendees and engage in a meaningful conversation on empowering women. 



 
The event was held at the United Nations headquarters, which was a remarkable venue for such a 
meaningful discussion. The atmosphere was one of excitement and anticipation, as everyone came 
together with the common goal of empowering mountain women. The attendees were from 
different countries, cultures, and backgrounds, and it was inspiring to see how everyone came 
together for a common cause. 
 
As a speaker at the event, I felt honored to be among such esteemed guests and experts. I shared my 
thoughts on how technology can be used to empower women in mountainous regions, and how 
student-engaged learning initiatives can play a significant role in making education more inclusive. 
It was encouraging to see that the audience was receptive to my ideas, and that my thoughts 
resonated with them. 
 
The highlight of the event was the meaningful discussions that took place. The attendees were eager 
to share their experiences and insights on empowering women, and it was heartening to see the 
passion and dedication that everyone had towards the cause. The conversations were enlightening, 
and I came away with a better understanding of the challenges that women face in mountainous 
regions, as well as the innovative solutions that are being developed to address these challenges. 
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Overall, speaking at the In-person Parallel Event at the United Nations event, the Commission of 
the Status of Women, Empowering Mountain Women through Inclusive Student-engaged Learning 
Educational Initiative, was a transformative experience. It was a privilege to be a part of a meaningful 



discussion that centered around empowering women, and I came away with a renewed sense of 
purpose and commitment to promoting inclusive student-engaged learning initiatives. The event 
was a reminder that, while there are still significant challenges that women face, we have the tools 
and resources to make a positive change in their lives. 
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- Stephan Atkinson: Foreign Affairs President Utah Valley University 

https://www.uvu.edu/utahimf/blog/docs/2303csw67/stephan_atkinson_statement.pdf
https://www.uvu.edu/utahimf/blog/docs/2303csw67/stephan_atkinson.pdf
https://whova.com/xems/whova_backend/get_event_s3_file_api/?eventkey=98db6e7680bed12e0e8256cddaca260a78be2a9a43eb08a30c0f3c1486ab378f&event_id=ngocs1_202303&file_url=https://whova.com/xems/whova_backend/get_event_s3_file_api/?event_id=ngocs1_202303&eventkey=98db6e7680bed12e0e8256cddaca260a78be2a9a43eb08a30c0f3c1486ab378f&file_url=https://d1keuthy5s86c8.cloudfront.net/static/ems/upload/files/1677868783_mouls_CSW_67_RANS_Upload.pdfhttps://whova.com/xems/whova_backend/get_event_s3_file_api/?eventkey=98db6e7680bed12e0e8256cddaca260a78be2a9a43eb08a30c0f3c1486ab378f&event_id=ngocs1_202303&file_url=https://whova.com/xems/whova_backend/get_event_s3_file_api/?event_id=ngocs1_202303&eventkey=98db6e7680bed12e0e8256cddaca260a78be2a9a43eb08a30c0f3c1486ab378f&file_url=https://d1keuthy5s86c8.cloudfront.net/static/ems/upload/files/1677868783_mouls_CSW_67_RANS_Upload.pdf

